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Abstract: In this paper, the use of some deictic expressions -in the late King Fahad bin Abdulaziz Al Saud's speech to the 
international troops during the Second Gulf War- and its various implications on the message being delivered by the speaker, 
and its possible effect on the hearer are examined. Since the term deictic expression covers many linguistic items that could not 
possibly be comprehensively investigated in one paper, the focus of this paper is on personal pronouns which are analyzed in 
terms of frequency and implication in order to arrive at a better understanding of their implementation in such a historically 
significant political speech. The findings support the notions of critical discourse analysis regarding the relation of politics, 
power, ideologies, and discourse. The use of personal pronouns in this text was sometimes found to convey underlying 
messages which were intended to persuade the targeted audience of the speaker's decisions and at the same time justify certain 
major measures that were taken. 
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1. Introduction 

"The single most obvious way in which the relationship 
between language and context is reflected in the structures of 
languages themselves, is through the phenomenon of deixis." 
[14] p. 54. Therefore, in order to investigate the reflections of 
an important historical era, i.e. the Second Gulf War 
(1990/91), the linguistic use of deixis in a significant speech 
of that time has been examined in this paper. Thus, this paper 
investigates the use of personal deictic expressions -
particularly personal pronouns- in the speech delivered by 
King Fahad bin Abdulaziz Al Saud the late king of Saudi 
Arabia (1982-2005). The speech was a spontaneous one and 
it targeted the international alliance troops situated in Saudi 
Arabia at that time to free Kuwait from the Iraqi invasion. 
The speech was also used as a media vehicle to notify the 
world of the Saudi Arabia's stand and justification of such. 
The speech was widely distributed and seriously taken by the 
international community [15]. At the time, having an Arab 
state gathering international forces to fight another Arab state 

was judged by some Arab governments and peoples as 
treason to their Pan-Arabism and to the Islamic religion. And 
since language can be used to arrive at effects that can only 
be obtained through political practice, such as consensus, 
authority, legitimacy [3], we believe that many linguistic 
expressions including deixis were implemented in the late 
King's speech in a way to legitimize the action of force and 
to defeat allegations of treason. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Previous Studies 

There is a number of studies that have tackled similar 
political speeches from a pragmatic and/or discourse analysis 
perspective. In this section, I attempt to review a few of the 
most prevalent studies in this field. 

Adegojul [1] studied the implementation of person deixis 
in the political discourse of Nigeria's "June 12" conflict. He 
believes that in addition to the referential function of deixis, 
they are used by politicians to establish and promote their 
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ideological positions on specific issues. Therefore, the 
researcher concluded that the use of personal deixis, like 
pronouns, in the text been investigated and in other political 
ones is deployed in a way that defines power relations among 
the interlocutors not only in a particular text but in the 
society as a whole. 

Khalil [13] examined the use of discourse deixis in some 
American political speeches. According to the researcher, 
demonstratives are the most prominent spatial deictic 
expressions used as discourse deixis. He concluded that the 
genre under investigation is full of discourse deixis for 
underlying purposes. One of these purposes is to clarify 
preceding parts of the speech in order to emphasize them. 
Another reason is to refer to a forthcoming part of the speech. 
He also argued that politicians are, somehow, unconscious of 
the matter of proximity of the deictic expressions this and 
that, which were used in the same way without clear 
difference. 

Quinto [17] conducted a stylistic study of deictic 
expressions in President Benigno Aquino III‘s October 30th 
Speech. The researcher used the English translation of the 
televised national address to investigate how personal, 
temporal, spatial, and social meanings were deployed. He 
believed that the deployment helped creating a deictic field in 
which the Filipino people were at the deictic center and the 
President and his critics were in binary opposition. He argued 
that not only personal deixis, but also temporal, spatial and 
social deixis help political speakers persuade their audience 
in their favor and ultimately make their political discourse 
powerful by convincing the audience to accept their views 
and position in relation to the political discourse. 

Eragbe and Yakubu [6] investigated the use of deictic 
expressions in some Boko Haram insurgency reports by the 
media. The analysis revealed that deictic expressions give 
temporal and spatial orientation of the actors in relation to the 
context, including the prospective audience. Such 
expressions were used in these reports to fuse participants, 
place and time in order to give the reader a better 
understanding of the discourse. 

Gjergji [8] studied the types and choice of deictic 
expressions in the novel "The Broken April" crated by Ismail 
Kadare. The researcher adopted the framework and 
classification suggested by Levinson (2004). Instead of 
creating a corpus of personal, spatial, and temporal deixis, 
count the number of their occurrence, and attempt to interpret 
their significance and implication in the text, the researcher 
chose to analyze selected utterances from the chosen text. He 
concluded that deictic expressions are a vital link between 
the real life and what is being said or written, i.e. the text. 
Therefore, a comprehensive interpretation of utterances is 
highly dependent on understanding the circumstances 
surrounding the utterance being interpreted. Although the 
researcher's work focuses on a different genre than the 
present one -literary rather than political- they both 
emphasize the importance of closely analyzing deictic 
expressions and investigating their connection to the real 
world, speakers' intentions, and audience. 

Hamdaoui [10] investigated the use of the pronoun 'we' in 
14 speeches delivered by President Obama, the President of 
the United States, in 2009. All 14 speeches targeted the 
American people in an attempt to persuade them of 
governmental suggestive measures to deal with the 2007-
2009 Financial Crisis. The results emphasized the power 
gained from using personal pronouns in political discourse in 
calculated ways. For the speeches under investigation, the 
pronoun 'we' was used to strengthen the sense of unity 
between the speaker, Presidents Obama, and the American 
people, and to create a positive image of the American 
nation. 

Ivanova [11] analyzed the victory speech pronounced by 
president Michelle Bachelet in the Republic of Chile. The 
paper focused on the deictic expressions used in the speech. 
The researcher claimed that the use of personal pronouns 
with undefined clear references might be intended by the 
speaker to highlight the values of solidarity, belonging, and 
bonding with the people of his country. As for spatial and 
temporal deixis, the researcher spotted explicit reliance 
toward proximal, rather than, distal references, which again 
can be interpreted as the speaker's intention to indicate 
rhetoric closeness to the people of his nation. 

Carreon and Svetanant [2] conducted an investigation on 
the political speeches of the Thai Prime Minister Gen Prayuh 
Chan-ocha following the ideas of Van Dik's concept of 
political discourse analysis. They categorized the most 
frequently used words in his speeches into themes and 
analysed the ways they were employed in text. The results 
revealed that the use of language was directed towards the 
justification of the political, economic, and social agenda 
designed by the government. Another interesting finding was 
related to the change of language used in delivering the 
speeches. The researchers claim that when the language of 
the speech was English the implementation of linguistic tools 
was towards enhancing the image of the Thai government in 
the eyes of the international community. 

Khalifa [12] explored the use of deictic expressions in 
sample speeches of President Donald Trump. She calculated 
the frequency of use of each type of deixis and compared 
their uses. Based on the frequency and types of use, the 
author conducted qualitative discursive analysis to 
investigate the desired impact on the targeted audience and 
their influence on the choice of deixis by the speaker. The 
findings suggested that the use of certain personal pronouns 
over others might imply the speaker's psychological state, 
e.g. insecurity, instability, and anxiety. Moreover, the 
researcher found that in certain contexts where the speaker 
needed to persuade his audience of his political decisions and 
make them share the responsibility of the consequences 
arising from them, he would tend to use certain pronouns, 
such as the inclusive plural, over others. Finally, the 
researcher concluded that the use of personal, special, 
temporal, and discoursive deixis was utilized by the speaker 
in a way to move around the elements of the context inside or 
outside the deictic center of his speeches. Finally, the 
researcher concluded that the variation of speeches' audience 
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and venue affected the choice of deictic expressions in 
President Trump speeches. 

Mwinwelle, Adukpo, and Mortey [16] examined the use of 
deictic expressions in the concession speeches delivered by 
John Mahama and Akuffo Addo in the presidential election 
that took place in Ghana in years 2012 and 2016. The results 
revealed that both speakers used first person pronoun both 
singular and plural to positively position themselves in 
relation to their parties despite their defeat. Addo 
manipulated the deictic center in a way to distance himself 
and his party from the defeat while making sure not to imply 
disrespect to the court's ruling. On the other hand, Mahama 
reacts to the defeat by recounting his own achievements thus 
enhancing his, and his party's public image. 

2.2. Framework 

Van Dijk [19] believes that politics and the ideologies 
underlying its practices are mainly discoursive. He argues 
that only through discourse these ideologies are observable 
and may be explicitly stated. In his discussion of 
manipulation employed in political discourse, he argues that 
manipulation involves having power of one interlocutor, the 
speaker, over others, the audience, and that by abusing this 
power, the speaker can force his ideologies and/or actions on 
the manipulated audience, mainly by virtue of them not 
having access to natural sources of information regarding the 
issue, which makes them compelled to believe or act as 
desired. Furthermore, the assumption that speakers of a 
language share some sort of a mental model of discourse 
accounts for the fact that audiences are usually capable, 
whether consciously or otherwise, of decoding implied 
messages in a delivered text [20]. Implication of messages 
can take the form of using specific deictic expressions where 
other could have been used. 

Persuasion, on the other hand, is manipulation minus the 
negative connotation. In persuasion, the audience are given 
the choice of agreeing or otherwise disagreeing with the 
argument put forward by the speaker [18]. In the political 
discourse under investigation, persuasion, rather then 
manipulation, is assumed since no course of action or believe 
was needed as an outcome of the speech. Furthermore, the 
audience -who were the international military troops- were 
assigned a mission agreed upon by many UN governments, 
so encouraging them, rather than having their approval, was 
most probably the purpose of this speech. 

That being stated, it gives us no choice but to tackle this 
text under the umbrella of critical discourse analysis CDA, 
which is the area usually concerned with political issues and 
ideologies [21]. When using CDA tools, the researcher 
usually attempts to analyze the structure of political discourse 
such as biased lexical items, active and passive syntactic 
structures, pronouns, metaphors, and different implications 
[19]. All of these structural elements can only be 
interpretable in relation to the political context where they 
were produced (ibid). In critical discourse analysis, the focus 
is not only on the linguistic items and the role the speaker 
intends them to play, but also on the way they are received 

and interpreted by the audience [5]. Thus, in the present 
paper, the focus of analysis would be on personal pronouns 
and the possible underlying reasons for using certain ones in 
specific contexts, and the expected effect of such uses on the 
audience. 

According to Levinson [14], almost all utterances, not only 
deictic expressions, have a sense of context-dependency, and 
therefore, their meaning cannot be entirely comprehended 
without referring to the context in which they were produced. 
This is, partly, caused by the fact that most utterances must 
have tense, and that tense is very much related to a specific 
time and context which contributes to the interpretation of 
that utterance. Therefore, I find it rather necessary, every now 
and then, to include certain external political and regional 
facts from the time the speech was delivered in order to 
arrive at a better understanding of the circumstances and 
better interpretation of the text. 

The framework adopted here for examining deictic 
expressions is the traditional classification of deixis 
elaborated by Levinson [14]. The author [14] defines five 
deictic categories: person, place, time, discourse, and social. 
What matters to us here is the one related to personal deixis 
which [14] believes that it refers to the encoding of the 
participants' roles in a speech event in which a particular 
utterance is produced. Person deixis includes first person, 
second person, and third person pronouns, which are defined 
in accordance with their grammatical classification. 

Levinson [14] assumed that all five categories contribute 
to the notion of deictic center. The central person of the 
deictic center would be the speaker. The central time is the 
time at which the utterance was produced. The central place 
is the speaker's location while producing the utterance. The 
discourse center is the point at which the speaker is at in 
his/her speech, and finally, the social center is the speaker's 
social status in relation to that of the addressee (s) or referent 
(s). 

The Arabic language, which is the language of the speech 
under investigation, has a three-way pronoun system in 
relation to the form of pronouns; attached (suffix), unattached 
(independent), and hidden [23]. The latter refers to cases 
when the doer of the action is not materialized in the 
sentence neither in the form of an attached pronoun, one that 
comes in the form of a suffix, nor in the form of an 
unattached pronoun, which comes in the form of an 
independent word. Instead, the doer is implied and its 
representative pronoun is only understood from the context 
of the sentence but there is no word or part of word there to 
symbolize it, thus, it is called a hidden pronoun [23]. These 
pronouns are further classified in terms of their function into 
three types: first person, second person, and third person 
pronouns, similar to the classification of pronouns in the 
English language. The first person includes seven items 
based on their position in the sentence, subject vs. object, and 
their number, singular vs. plural. Second person pronouns 
include sixteen items in a similar classification to the 
aforementioned with the addition of the dual class to number 
classification and the gender factor, male vs. female. Finally, 
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third person pronouns include fourteen items classified in the 
same way as the second person pronouns [26]. 

Departing from the aforementioned framework, the 
researcher attempts to analyze the speech of King Fahad to 
the international troops during the Second Gulf War 
(1990/91). Under the umbrella of CDA and following the 
approach adopted by Ivanova [11] and many others, the 
corpus of deixis will be counted and classified, their 
respective referents will be spotted, and only those uses with 
potential hidden non-referential meaning will be further 
analyzed for possible implied interpretations. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Method 

In their explanation of how to analyse political texts, 
Chilton and Schaffner [4] emphasized that in political 
speeches and talks small linguistic details do not occur by 
coincidence. Therefore, in analysing political speech, one 
must work on these fine details wondering "in which ways 
can the linguistic choices of the speaker be interpreted as 
functioning in a politically strategic manner, given the wider 
political culture and the narrower political context?" (p. 215). 
thus, two main factors can be seen as affecting the linguistic 
choice of speakers in political texts; the political culture 
which includes any circumstances regional or international 
that might be affecting, whether directly or indirectly, the 
political behaviour of the speaker, and the political context 
which refers to the direct setting of the speech. The linguistic 
details investigated can be related to the pragmatic, semantic, 
syntactic, morphological, and/or phonetic aspects of the text. 

Critical discourse analysis is concerned with explaining 
how discourse is socially constitutive; i.e. the ways different 
situations shape discoursive events and get shaped by them at 
the same time [7]. Therefore, in this analysis of King Fahad's 
speech, the researcher will keep circulating around certain 
social, political, regional, and religious principles and beliefs 
of that time. These principles are thought of as the political 
culture which got to shape the speech under investigation and 
at the same time being targeted for change by the speaker. 

Since tackling all the linguistic details of a speech of this 
length would occupy a book, the researcher decided to focus 
only on the implementation of personal pronouns. The 
choices of pronouns and the effect of context and on context 
of such choices will be the focus of investigation in this 
paper. Bearing in mind that linguistic choices, particularly in 
political texts, are thought of systemized tools, the researcher 
believes that the analysis of such a small portion of the text 
could reveal the speaker's personal, political, and ideological 
objectives. 

3.2. Participants 

In the speech under investigation, the participants are: the 
addresser, the addressees, and the observers according to the 
categorization of Chilton and Schaffner [4]. The addresser is 
King Fahad bin Abdelaziz, the king of the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia at that time, who is the political leader who issued the 
decision of hosting and supervising the international troops in 
the second gulf war. The addressees are the international 
troops gathered on the land of Saudi Arabia in preparation for 
a coming war, in addition to government officials and local 
and international journalists. The observers include any 
member of the international community, leaders and peoples, 
who had interest or was involved in the political dilemma 
that took place at that time. 

3.3. Procedure 

The speech under investigation was obtained from 
YouTube website through a video showing the late King 
Fahad as he was given his speech to the troops [25]. First, the 
speech was transcribed by the researcher (Appendix A), 
translated into English (Appendix b), then it was organized in 
the form of paragraphs based on the ideas contained in the 
speech. The paragraphs in the translated text correspond to 
their original counterparts in the Arabic text. Both texts were 
numbered at the beginning of every paragraph for ease in 
reference. All references made in the data analysis section are 
for the original text, not the translation, since the original is 
the one that was analysed. The English translations was 
provided to facilitate understanding the gist of the text for 
non-Arabic speakers. 

The researcher, then, read the speech and underlined all 
the personal pronouns, whether attached or independent, that 
were used in the speech. They were counted and ordered 
according to their number of occurrence (Tables 1 and 2). 
The context of each use was analysed defining the factors 
that led to using specific pronouns in particular contexts. 
These factors were both internal, i.e. related to linguistic 
elements within the text, or external, i.e. related to political 
and regional circumstances of the time of the speech. The 
possible desired effect on the audience was calculated based 
on the political circumstances taking place at that time in 
addition to the deviation spotted in the use of personal deixis. 

4. Data Analysis 

The speech being analyzed was transcribed from a video 
clip on YouTube [25] showing the late King Fahad bin 
AbdulAziz delivering a spontaneous speech to the allied 
international troops gathered to perform the military 
operation 'The Desert Strom' during the Second Gulf War. 
When transcribed, the speech consisted of 1146 words and 
was divided into fourteen paragraphs based on the transition 
of ideas (see Appendix A for the transcribed speech and 
Appendix B for the translated version). Only personal 
pronouns and their possible political and ideological 
implications have been investigated in this paper. As 
important as it is to understand the circumstances 
surrounding any utterance in order to be able to interpret it 
comprehensively [8], throughout the upcoming analysis there 
will be constant reference to the political and regional 
conditions of that time. 

The present paper only focuses on attached and unattached 
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(independent) pronouns since they are the ones assumed to 
potentially carry hidden meanings or be marked for certain 
semantic features. The hidden pronouns are merely 
understood based on the syntactic and morphological form of 
the verb in a given sentence. It is worth mentioning that 
attached pronouns in the Arabic language are easier to use 
and more frequent than unattached independent ones [22] p. 
9. The discussion of data includes two tables showing the 
frequency and types of the attached and independent personal 
pronouns used in the speech under investigation. The order at 

which they were presented does not signify their importance 
or number of occurrences. The pronouns were ordered based 
on their order of occurrence in the text, starting with 
independent pronouns in table 1 then attached pronouns in 
table 2. The pronouns are listed in their Arabic forms and 
their transcribed forms in English letters. Only the pronouns 
spotted in the examined text were included, which does not 
imply that the list is inclusive of all Arabic personal 
pronouns. 

4.1. Analysis of Independent Pronouns 

Table 1. Independent personal pronouns used in the speech. 

Number Pronoun English equivalent Type Frequency of use 

1 LMأ (ana) I Independent first person singular 7 
2 OPM (nahnu) We Independent first person plural 4 
3 Qھ (hoa) He/ which Independent third person singular (male) 6 
4 Sھ (hia) She Independent third person singular (female) 3 

 
When attempting to trace the reference of these pronouns 

to discover any significant use or implication, the following 
remarks were formed: 

1. The first pronoun in the table (LMأ) which represents first 
person (singular) was always used by the speaker to 
refer to himself mainly in his personal entity not as a 
representative of the State (Saudi Arabia). In two cases, 
he mentioned the word 'personally' immediately after 
the pronoun, and in one case he said "I or the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia" (line 33) implying that he used the 
pronoun 'I' to refer to himself apart from the State. In 
other words, he used (or) to separate between himself as 
a person and his status as the representative of the State. 
This means that when using the pronoun only, he was 
referring to his personal experiences and beliefs rather 
than the stand of the country he ruled. Considering the 
context and the critical era the whole region was going 
through, we understand that the speaker tried to 
emphasize that his decision to get in a war with a 
neighbor Arab and Muslim country was not based on 
personal grudge caused by the bad talk coming from 
President Saddam Hussain, president of Iraq, and the 
opposing media. By using the pronoun 'I' to represent 
himself as a person, and at the same time calling the 
opponent by his name "President Saddam" (line 24) or 
"Saddam" (line 32) instead of his status as the President 
of Iraq or the country's name alone (Iraq), the speaker 
gives his audience the impression that whatever went 
between him and his opponent was considered personal 
and that he, the speaker, did not include the State in a 
war for personal reasons. This result goes in line with 
that arrived at by Mwinwelle, Adukpo, and Mortey [16] 
where political speakers manipulated personal pronouns 
to change the position of elements in relation to the 
deictic center. Thus, by refereeing to himself and the 
Iraqi President in their individual entities rather than in 
their occupational status, the speaker places himself and 
his opponent outside the deictic center. 

2. The second pronoun in the table (OPM) also represents 
first person but for plural speakers. The pronoun was 
used in all four cases to refer to the government of the 
State; whether to talk about the State's responsibilities 
towards its territory (e.g. line 47) or its reaction to 
external threats or aggression (e.g. line 10). When using 
this pronoun, the speaker included himself in the State's 
actions and responsibilities. In political speech, 
speakers usually use such a pronoun to manifest 
affiliation and sense of belonging to the State and its 
people [10-12]. 

3. The third pronoun (Qھ) represents third person (singular 
male), including animate and inanimate entities like 
organizations, thoughts, and actions. Actually, only in 
one utterance it was used to refer to a person (the 
President of Iraq at that time Saddam Hussain in line 
24). This intentional avoidance of referring to the Iraqi 
President by the appropriate personal pronoun and 
opting to use the first, and sometimes the full name, 
instead can be interpreted as an emphasis on holding the 
President himself, rather than his government or people, 
responsible and accountable for the actions that led to 
the political dilemma. This assumption is supported by 
the fact that the independent third person male singular 
pronoun was only used once to refer to the Iraqi 
President while the President's name was used eleven 
times, sometimes twice in the same sentence (line 5, 6) 
and sometimes even more (in line 32 it was mentioned 
three times). In the rest of the cases, the pronoun was 
used to refer to the UN, good thinking, or the action 
required from President Hussain. In the latter cases the 
pronoun is better understood to mean 'which' or 'that' 
than 'he'. The use of this pronouns did not show any 
obvious deviation from the norm, except in what looked 
like intentional lack of use. 

4. The fourth pronoun is (Sھ), it is the last unattached or 
independent pronoun used in the speech. It is the female 
counterpart of the previous pronoun. Again, it can be 
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used to refer to inanimate entities as well as animate 
ones. It was used once to refer to the international 
troops (line 30)- the use of a singular pronoun to refer to 
a plural name is similar to using singular verbs with 
collective nouns in English. In another context it was 
used to refer to the State (line 45), and once to refer to 
the main principle applied in the State (line 49); i.e. to 
follow the rules and regulations of the Islamic 
legislation. The use of this pronoun did not show any 

deviation from the norm; thus, it is believed that there 
are no political implications behind the use of this 
pronoun. 

4.2. Analysis of Attached Pronouns 

The following table shows the types and frequency of 
attached personal pronouns used in the speech, followed by a 
detailed analysis of each pronoun. 

Table 2. Attached personal pronouns used in the speech. 

Number Pronoun English equivalent Type Frequency of use 

1 Tـ (-h) him Attached third person singular (male) 23 
2 Sـ (-y) me / my Attached first person singular (used to indicate possession or being the recipient) 20 
3 LVـ (-na) us Attached first person plural 16 
4 LWـ (-ha) her Attached third person singular (female) 18 
5 Xـ (-to) I Attached first person singular (used to indicate being the doer) 4 
 They Attached third person plural 3 (wo-) ـQا 6

 
1. The first attached pronoun to occur in the text is (Tـ). It 

represents third person (singular, male). As mentioned 
earlier, the Arabic language prefers the use of attached 
pronouns over independent ones [22] p. 9, which 
explains the huge difference in number between the use 
of this pronoun and its independent counterpart. This 
pronoun was used 23 times. In ten utterances it was 
used to refer to the Iraqi President at that time Saddam 
Hussain, (e.g. lines 1, 5, and 27). It was used once to 
refer to each of the following: the Iraqi people, Arab 
League, the international community, the present 
situation (at that time), the Information Minister in 
KSA, each Arab individual, Allah (God), the attacked 
State, and every world leader. In the remaining four 
cases, it was used as an indefinite pronoun similar to the 
English indefinite pronouns 'someone' and 'something' 
(lines 21 and 23). The use of this pronoun did not show 
any deviation from the norm; thus, it is believed that 
there are no political implications behind the use of this 
pronoun. 

2. The attached first person (singular) (Sـ) was used in 20 
cases. In all the cases, the pronoun referred to the 
speaker alone, without implying that the State is 
included. It was used in the context of speaker's 
personal past experiences with the Iraqi President (line 
2, 6), the Saudi Information Minister (line 42), or 
relating to the speaker's current state during the time of 
the speech (lines 33, 34, 51, and 57). As mentioned in 
the table this pronoun sometimes refers to possession or 
signifies that the speaker is the recipient, so in many 
instances of use the English equivalent would be me, my 
or myself. As was the case with the independent 
pronoun 'I' above, this pronoun was solely used to refer 
to the speaker in his personal, rather than occupational, 
status. Thus, whenever this pronoun was used, it 
represented several personal experiences, stands, or 
beliefs of the speaker during the time of rendering the 
speech or prior. Other research supported the 
assumption that leaders sometimes separate themselves 

from their people in order to justify certain social and 
political decisions and to persuade their people of their 
actions [17]. 

3. The attached first person plural pronoun (LVـ) was used 
sixteen times in the speech. In all the cases, the speaker 
was referring to the State as a whole, including its 
leader, government, and people. Interestingly, in 5 cases 
which correspond to over 31% of the uses, the pronoun 
was attached to a word equivalent to 'have been hurt' to 
convey the meaning that the State has been attacked. 
This is probably to emphasize that the damage was not 
targeting the speaker in his personal status, which if it 
had been the case would not have justified the gathering 
of international troops to fight back a neighboring Arab 
and Muslim country. However, establishing that the 
attack was directed towards the country as a whole, 
including the land, people, and government makes the 
gathering of the troops justified and rather necessary. 
Similar results were obtained in Ivanova and Khalifa 
[11, 12]. 

4. The attached third person singular (female) pronoun 
was used 18 times. In half of the cases the pronoun was 
referring to the State or something related to it. In two 
other cases, the pronoun was referring to Kuwait, the 
attacked country. When we know that this pronoun was 
used in object position (the recipient) in all of its 
occurrences, it implies that the speaker wanted to 
convey the proposition that the two countries, Saudi 
Arabia and Kuwait, did not initiate any action of war 
and that the gathering of the troops was a mere reaction 
to a harm that has already been done to both countries. 
Bearing in mind the regional reluctance towards Saudi 
Arabia's decision of hosting international troops, 
including some non-Muslim ones, to get in a war 
against an Arab and Muslim country, we understand 
that positioning these two attacked countries in the 
recipient position within the deictic center functions as 
an implied justification of the State's action and 
encouragement for the gathering Arab and Muslim 
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troops in their coming war. Implementing personal 
pronouns in political speech to justify political and 
social actions is an observed pattern in the study of 
political discourse analysis [2]. 

5. The attached first person pronoun (Xـ) was used four 
times all referring back to the speaker. In three of these 
uses it was attached to another word to mean 'I have 
mentioned', and in the remaining case it was attached to 
a word to mean 'I found'. The use of this pronouns did 
not show any deviation from the norm; thus, it is 
believed that there are no political implications behind 
the use of this pronoun. 

6. The last pronoun to be discussed here is (اQـ), which is 
the third person plural pronoun. It was used 3 times. In 
two cases it referred to the journalists present at the 
time of the speech, and once to world leaders. The use 
of this pronouns did not show any deviation from the 
norm; thus, it is believed that there are no political 
implications behind the use of this pronoun. 

4.3. General Remarks 

1. There is an observed pattern in the choice of the first 
person singular pronouns which refer to the speaker in 
his personal status, first person plural pronouns which 
refer to the speaker and the State, and third person 
pronouns which refer to the State alone. The speech was 
started and ended with first person singular pronouns. 
The same pronouns (equivalent to I/me) were also used 
in almost the exact middle of the speech. In between, 
the other two types; first person plural and third person 
were used with a clear preference of the first person 
plural pronouns (equivalent to we/us). 

2. The first person singular pronouns were used in two 
contexts; when referring to personal experiences either 
with the Iraqi President or with media channels, and 
when referring to the speaker's ongoing speech. In using 
these pronouns, the speaker attempted partial separation 
from his status as the King and adopted a more 
personalized stand towards the issue, which is a typical 
use of this pronoun in political speeches [9]. 

3. The use of first person plural pronouns was always 
related to an international stand of the State, 
emphasizing that the speaker includes himself in the 
moral responsibility of the stands taken by the State or 
by other countries towards the State. Positioning oneself 
with one's political affiliation through the use of certain 
deictic expressions in particular contexts was observed 
in several political speeches [16]. 

4. The contexts where third person pronouns were used 
included mentions of certain domestic or external 
policies of the State, the status of the State as a member 
of the United Nations, international stands of the State 
whether towards the Iraqi invasion or other countries. In 
these instances, the speaker excluded himself from the 
state and attempted a more non-biased perspective 
separating his personal experiences with the Iraqi 
President and other opposing countries from the 

decision taken regarding the upcoming war. This 
exclusion implied in a way that the decisions that were 
taken regarding hosting the international troops and 
responding to the Iraqi invasion with war were not 
based on personal grudge or emotional bias rather they 
were necessary to ensure the solidarity of the State as an 
independent member of the international community. 
Employment of personal pronouns in political speech to 
justify political and social actions is a common pattern 
[2]. 

5. Conclusion 

It is interesting how the use of personal pronouns can 
reveal hidden meanings other than mere reference to specific 
antecedents in the context. In this paper, the analysis focused 
on the use of personal pronouns in the speech of the late King 
Fahad bin AbdulAziz, the King of Saudi Arabia at the time of 
the Second Gulf War (1990/1991) to the international troops 
gathered on the Saudi land to free the State of Kuwait from 
the invasion of its neighbor State. 

The most prevalent of all was the difference in use 
between the attached and unattached forms of first person 
singular and plural pronouns. The attached first person plural 
pronoun was mainly used to refer to the State; including 
government and people. It was used to highlight the bad 
effect of the Iraqi invasion and justify the major procedure 
that was carried out to refute it. When the pronoun was used 
in its unattached version, which is more obvious in speech 
since it appears as an independent word rather than a suffix, 
it referred to the government, its responsibilities, and its 
reaction. 

The two Arabic pronouns representing first person singular 
were always used to refer to the speaker only, mainly relating 
to his personal experiences with the Iraqi president at that 
tim. In some instances, the speaker used an additional phrase 
to emphasize that he was referring to himself as an individual 
rather than his status as the King. This might be caused by 
the fact that the speech was a spontaneous one that was not 
previously prepared; and therefore, was relying on personal 
knowledge and experience rather than on numbers and 
statistics. On the other hand, using collective plural pronouns 
was implemented in a way to invoke the sense of solidarity 
and unity with the people of the country. This pattern of use 
is typical to most political speeches that have been studied so 
far [9, 10, 16]. 

One last point that is worth mentioning is that the number 
of times the speaker referred to the president of the invading 
country in full name is equivalent to the number of times he 
referred to him using some kind of a pronoun; eleven times 
in first or full name and eleven in pronouns. Although it is 
always easier and linguistically preferred to use pronouns 
when the referent is clear and has been mentioned earlier, the 
speaker's attempt to use the full name recurrently must not be 
thought of as unintentional. This was probably caused by the 
speaker's intention to sperate the president of the invading 
country from the country itself, i.e. the government and the 
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people. Thus, this linguistic maneuver successfully conveyed 
the message that the Iraqi State and people are still neighbors 
and respected, and that the invasion was caused by the 
President's personal bad judgment. 

Therefore, assuming the principles of critical discourse 
analysis regarding the relation of power, politics, ideologies, 
society and discourse [19, 21], it is concluded that in the text 
under investigation, just like in many others [17, 6, 2], the 
use of deictic expressions was intended to persuade the 
receiving audience of the speaker's ideas and to rearrange the 
deictic center in a way that places the speaker and his 
government and people in the recipient reactive position 
rather than the initiating agent. This was mainly carried out 
by diversifying the use of personal pronouns in a way that 
conveys the message of separating personal experiences and 
benefits from governmental military actions to ensure the 
best interest of all the involved peoples of the countries who 
took part in that historical war. 

Appendix 

Appendix A: Transcription of King Fahad's Speech to the 

Military Troops 

1 O[V\ و LMت _^ اQab مQb او O[dQb eو ا fgا hi_Ljd Od k[lm_ام اfn و 
mjo TVd pqQi_ hjrii_ا h[smt_ا hbدQtv_و ا mjo TVd S_ LMا Lwxyo SaqاQi_ 

.Ttd 
3 zھ|ه ھ pqاQi_ا Sr_ت اL} LW[r~ O[V\ hrbQان ا_� ط XW�Mاء اf�~eLs �r~ 

XbQj_ا XML� L� �d ا_Qtvدhb ا_h[smt ا_Qd hjriاpq ھz و . fn eام؟ hwj�mb خ
�h[_Q رQd h[_Qgاpq ا_mtاق �d وhV[�d .e LVaq؟ QdاXML� pq ا_mtاقs �[i�s 

LV�L[MLjdا hbدLi_ا .hbQVti_ھ|ا و وا So T}mtb k[lm_ام اfn و T}mtb �t�_ا 
Sqاmt_ا_�]� و ا .Sqاmt_و ا LdLb لLq k[lm_ام اfn و LdLb حmn k[lm_ام اfn 

S} Qbادm_ن و اQb�ar�_ي و اfV~ اتfV�vi_ا Od تLsL�y_ت و اL[qmw_ا_�. ا  
7  دو_h ا_Qtvدhb ا_h[smt ا_hjrii اXPwn ا_XbQj اL�gح ~Lq LdfVدر f�sرة

h[lاf~ و h_دو ^rj�b LW[} امfn ���s !ق؟m� �LjdLs zن رخ]� ا_�jم اظO ا_
 LdLb ا_Qtvدhb. ا_h[smt ا_Qt�M S} hjriiد _^ �js e �[rb Oj_ OPMم rj�b^ اLvMن
LVi�o و LdLb fى ا�f�~ا LV[r~ م�j_Ls ���s قm� {S طXML� LV��bm داLil و ا_
 و وواfM O~ �� �gا{� اLV[r�s اذا _Oj و اQdeر ھ|ه ~ft�wM O ان LPMول ا_L[Pة

e �[��vb fان ا� p�b LVdLdل و اQ�b ان OPM Sr_ا LV_وL� ان �j�mM L� Lsي Ld خ
. اQ�eال L� Odل  

11 �bfP_L} O~ عQ¡Qd XbQj_اق و اmt_ا �bf� zbQط ¢bm~ ت وmان ذ� 
SV�w\ Od SV�w\ Od دةLq ^_Lt_اء اQ\ نL� Od دةLq بmt_او ا Od دةLq ولf_ا 

h[d�\eاو ا Od دةLq .^_Lt_ذا اLi_ نeا ^_Lt_ر اm�b zdLjs اه؟Qq mi�¤d hi�_ا 
Ssmt_ا S} ..ةmھL�_ذا اLd لLq mi�¤d ؟hi�_ا Tr� Tاق ا��mtr_ foLVb اقmt_ن اLs 
�PvVb Od XbQj_ا e zqو ا e m¥دات و ا�QW�i_ا S�_ا X_|s zj�s SwMLg 

 fnام ا_foLM k[lmت اh[d�\e ا_i�¤i¤ات و Q�d ^_ ��P� SoاQW�d hrnدات
O[v� و ^_ ��P� .So  

15  ~�r اراد�LW ا_QtvدLd X¡m} hb اkr�d Ode ھQ ا_Sr ا_�hiq ^i اخ]mا 
kr�d Odeو ا e عL� دول e.. Od ..f[ts ا�Vib kr�d Ode ان ا_mtاق ا\�
^_Lt_ا hwطLq X\ع درQ¡Qi_ت و اfgو L�y_و وا¡¦ ا m[§ zsLq لf�r_ ذاLi_ 
pqو ^_Lt_ا S} pn XbQj_و ا pn hjrii_ا h[smt_ا hbدQtv_ا Sr_ا XML� اتQ�_ا 

h¨[qاmt_ا LدھfW� و Q_ LWMا Ld LW��L�gات اQ�_ا h[qاmt_و ا Oj_ eQ_ اءاتmgeا 
S�_ت ا|Pهللا ا� ^r~ذا اLd نL� ثfPb hjriir_ h[smt_ا hbدQtv_ا «r¬_L} Oid ن؟eا  

19 Od ؟�xt�_ا Od فQqQ_م اLdا ^_Lt_؟ اhwطLq LMا e f��~ھ|ا ان ا �[rb يLs 
zqL~ يLs لL� Od .الQ�eر اQdeL} نeا f��~ا LWMا Xrnب ا_� وLs .�r¬d 
Oj_ب وLw_Lف ھQ\ ¦�ab Ldا ¦�ab �r~ hbLWM ةL\Ld قm�_Ls h[irv_و ا e فQ\ 
¦�ab zj�s .mاخ f��~ا Ld T[} fا� fbmb S�_Lھ Oj_ع وL}f_ا O~ kaV_ا �� 

�]� m�d eوع.�vb fل ان ا�Q�b ع انL}f_ا O~ kaV_ا Qd �� .وعm�d frs 
 �g Odء {]Ld T[} XbQ� T ا\Lس ~�r ا_Lt_^ خLرطLW[r~ Xr[o Od h ا~�fي

T[} So .¯~�d اذن ا_Qtvدhb ا_h[smt ا_fW� hjriiد وfrs ا_mtاق  
24 LMا �w\ ت وmل و ذ�Qqن اeان ا mdeد اQtb و m��vb ىf_ k[lm_ام اfn 

O[v� zھ Qرك ھfb ان z±}eو ا Ov�eان ا Ortb zj�s m[§ zsLq لf�r_ TMLs 
 ھLك TMLjdLs د~Qى _T اذا و LWMءLb؟ Q[qد اي fsون ا_Q\ �PvVb Od XbQjف
XqQ_ا ^[�b ى ايQ~د �r~ XbQj_ا mذ� hwvV_Ls htdL�r_ h[smt_او ا hijPd لft_ا 
h[_وf_ل اي او اL�d .mاو اخ TMا ^ixb �r~ ل؟L��_ا Sr_L} ^ixb �r~ لL��_ا 
ziP�b h[_و¤vd .لL��_و ا Qgار Od ان هللا Trt�b mjab m[ja�_ا ^[rv_ا Sr_ا Qھ 

z±}eو ا Ov�eو ا Qھ zP_ا .z¥deا  
29  fgا. وا¡¦ mn ¦bmx� zj�sح Qsش ا_k[lm و ا_Lq ^_Ltدة اظO و

�Qrبi_ا Qب ھLPvMاق اmt_ا Od XbQj_ھ|ا ا Qب. ھQr�i_ات ھ|ي و اQ�_ا S�_ا 
LاھmM نeا Od pr�yd تL[vV�_ا Sھ Xا� Sj_ رmP� frs Od frs LWrا���ل ا�� 

 ا_L³Vم ھ|ا و �V� frs| ا�Oj_ X و hbf�td ا�Ld X ھQ�_Lة.. _]Q�_Ls kة... ~mjvي
.S_وf_م ھ|ا و اL³V_ا .Si_Lt_ك اLVھ ^rك و ظLVرة ھf�d �r~ h_ازا .^r³_و ا 

�fn O[vام QWadم) §]m ( اfn .O[v� LMام ا_fn k[lmام _fى �Oij ا_f�iرة  
33  اfsا e SMm[±b و ~Q�vd S_Lى ~�r ا_LaظQj� Sن ان اfsا e SMm[±b و

 \�w\ Od �w ھ|ا ا_Qtvدhb. ا_h[smt ا_S} hjrii او L[xyo ا��b S} LM^ ا�f ان
 ھLVك ان Q�Mل ان ��Sd اSWM ان zwq ا�mرھL ا�d p\e ا_m�ts .O[Vvات

htdLg دول h[sm~ كLVوھ h_وLPd zt�_ hdeا h[smt_ا hdة اfدة وا�L[qة وfوا� 
�i��dو .fى وا�mMو Ld اهmM نeا Oj_و Lb ىm�_Lھ zن ھQj� ة؟ ھ|هmw~ zھ 

�� _Qrا�q وQtMد ~mwة LM LWVdخ|Vi_ل؟ واQ�ti_د واQtMف وLa��_ Ssmt_د اQtMو 
OdL±�r_ Ssmt_؟ اS�[�P_؟ ام اe hjrii_ا h[smt_ا hbدQtv_ LMوا LWr¥dن اeا Ort� 

Od ھ|ا mwVi_ا LWMا e fbm� ي انf�t� �r~ fو_^ ا� mja� مQb Od مLbeي ان اf�t� 
�r~ frs Ssm~ ورL�d او m[§ Ssm~ .��� ^_و m�yb S} LWVذھ .S�_Lه ھmjو� 

S�_Lھ X�iو� .S�_Lھ �§mن ان و�Qj� h�bfn .�[i�r_  
40 LVbاوذ ¦[Pn S} اتm�} fts Ld ثf� hwvV_Ls O[s اقmt_ا .XbQj_وا LVbاوذ 

Od تL~اذا h[sm~ Odو flاmg .h[sm~ LV_وLو� ���s قm� Od ObmWo ا�¥m ا_
OPMو ObfdLn O[�dLnو zs zx�M Ld O[s Xqو mه واخ|Ws ولf_و_^ ا fPM 

.hsL��\ا Oواظ mbم وز�~eن اeد اQgQd Lilودا �r~ لLxا� Ss �§وار TVd 
 ا�W�M ان ا_� ��ziP ان ��b ا_Qtvدhb ا_�mاfl وe ا_Qtvدhb اeذا~Lq e hل

mdeع ا_� اL}f_ا O~ .kaV_ا Oوع �� ھ|ا واظm�d eال و�M �_ن اeا fbmM ان 
SW�V� ر ھ|هQdeا hW}L�_د وان اQt� hdeا h[smt_ر ا_� اLطeا p[³V_ا_|ي ا �§mb 

z� Ssm~ ان zxb .T[_ا  
45 Ldا hjrii_ا h[smt_ا hbدQtv_ا SW} h}وmtd LdLi� frs hd��rd بL�js هللا 

hV\و T[wM e f[PM LWV~ f[q hriMي اLs لL� Od الQ�eا eو ¦ivM f�e ان zyb 
hjrii_Ls h[smt_ا hbدQtv_ي اLs zjo Od .لLjoeى اfPن اي وا�LvMاي او ا h_دو 

 {S هللا OPM LVrtg اLs .So Ldي _LW ا\Lءت ا_Qtvدhb ا_h[smt ا_hjrii ان ��Qل ان
hdfخ O[dmP_ا S} hdfخ X[s ام هللاmP_ا hjd hdmji_ا S}و hdfخ f�vd LV[wM S} 

hVbfi_رة. اQVi_ف اQ\دي و¤M �gاQ_ء ان اLo ف هللاQ\ن وQjM O[d��rd LV�bf�ts 
h[d�\eا LxM وھ|ي وروح Sھ ht[wط �to hjrir_ا h[smt_ا hbدQtv_ا ht[wوط 

.O[_و¤vi_ا LW[} فQ\و ��wM ء انLo ه هللا|Ws .h�bm� LMftvb ان هللا Od وارQg ا_
µP_و ا fgان ا z�t_ا ^jP�b m[ja�_وا ^[rv_ا ^jP�b SW�Vر ھ|ه و�Qdeا O[s hdeا 

.h[smt_ا 
51 �Lن اQiv_ m[de وmjoاr\ S�L[Viو� hw[� ا�X ا_�S ا_�]Qش _�i]� ا_

 ا_�Qات _W|ه وا��Vi و�LdQjت. وQVgد Lqدة ا_Qtvدhb ا_h[smt ا_fMLvi_ hjriiة
 ا_�r�wb �r�wi و ft�wb. ان اراد _Qi±d Oiن هللا Loء ان وا_mxV وا_mxV ا_�tة

Ldة رب داء�t_ف وا_��ل اQ\ نQjb ء انLo هللا S} .TMQ~  
54 LdLا وخ�mjo .�[i�r_ �qاQ_وا Ld نL� يfV~ ادft�\ا SMا S�_ا Tir� �wv_ 

fوا� k[_ ��~ ان S�_ا hir� او So Oj_ذا وLd !ّل؟Qqا �w\ ت وانeLgر ^_Lt_ا 
Od بm¬_ا Odق وm�_ا Odد و�w_ا h[smt_ا Odد و�w_ا h[d�\eا z� fاد_� وا� 

 ھLVك Ld _|_· اSdLd وا_mjiو{LVت اSdLd اe~�م وزmb وfgت و_|_· د_Qه.
_�خQان. وmjoا ذ�mت. ts Ld¢ اQqل ان mWd Odب  

57  §]m او \QtدQML� O[bا ان ا_QاS} �q ا_ts O[[aPx¢ اSdLd وارى
O[bدQt\ Ld نL� يfV~ h�[�P_اد اft�\ا SMوب اLgا �r~ hr¸\ن اe hr¸\eا z� 

hr¸\eا Sr_ا Ojid حm��M نeا �w\ X�mوط �r~ ءLi~ز ^_Lt_ا اQ� وا~
hsLgeا .LW[r~ Oj_و e SVtvb S} z¥d وف ھ|هm³_ا eا\��]� ان ا hw§m_ mbوز 
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 ا_h[smt ا_�wد QML� Odا \Qاء اeن ا_QgQiدOb ا_Od O[[aPx واLqfnءLM اe~�م
 اOd hsLge ا�Oji ��� اhr¸\e اخ�Lxر WVd^ وارQg ا_h�bfx ا_�wد Od او

 وmjoا.

Appendix B: English Translation of the Speech 

1 For many years there was not a day that passed without a 
call from President Saddam thanking me for the stand of 
Saudi Arabia and thanked me to me personally for things I 
did for him. 

4 Is this attitude that lasted for many years until the end of 
the attack on Kuwait was a mistake committed by Saddam? 
No. Are the stands of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with Iraq 
shameful? No. We stood with Iraq heroically manly offering 
all our material and moral capabilities. This is something 
President Saddam knows and the Iraqi people and the Iraqi 
army know. President Saddam had admitted that many times 
even on radio and television, and I have documents from 
speeches, cables, etc. 

10 Suddenly, when he invaded Kuwait, Saudi Arabia 
became a hostile state and a state that Saddam speaks of 
badly ?! I think this is cheap. Everyone is capable of using 
inappropriate words, but we are not used to doing that in 
Saudi Arabia. He cursed us and assaulted us repeatedly, but 
we always try to stay away from these things, but if we are 
attacked, we will defend. It is our right and no one can say 
that it is our fault. 

15 Talking about the issue of Kuwait and Iraq is a long talk 
and some of the world leaders, whether they were Arab 
leaders, leaders of Islamic countries or world leaders have 
talked about this issue before me. Why now the world 
decides in full force? Arab summit in Cairo. What did the 
summit say? All appealed to Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait, 
and efforts that have been made on the side of summit 
continuously did not achieve anything, and the Muslim 
congresses appealed to President Saddam Hussein and did 
not achieve anything. 

22 Finally, the Ultimate Summit, which is the Security 
Council, Saudi Arabia did not impose its will on the Security 
Council and Iraq could not prevent the Security Council. All 
the countries of the world examined the issue and found that 
the assault was clear and indisputable. Why did the world 
side with Kuwait and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, which 
was threatened by Iraqi forces, and even if it was not invaded 
by Iraqi forces, but without the precautions taken, only God 
knows what would have happened to Saudi Arabia, whose 
mistake is it now? 

28 It results from standing against the whole world? I do 
not think this is acceptable by any sane person in any way. 
Now things are thought to have reached a dead end. But this 
all shall end either peacefully or tragically. I believe no one 
wants the tragic end but defending one's state is a legitimate 
solution. No one can say that self-defense is not a legitimate 
right. A country attacked, removed from the map of the 
world claiming that Kuwait is part of Iraq, and a country 
threatening Saudi Arabia. This is very annoying. 

34 I have already said that it is up to President Saddam 
Hussein to realize that it is better to declare indisputably that 

he will withdraw from Kuwait without any restrictions at all? 
If he has a complaint, he can take it against Kuwait to the 
Arab League, the International Court of Justice or to others. 
Or is he determined to fight? Those who are determined to 
fight bear the responsibility of fighting. I ask God to make 
him take the right decision which is for the best and the 
perfect solution. 

41 I think world leaders and President Bush made a very 
clear statement. What is required is the withdrawal of Iraq 
from Kuwait. And these forces that we see now from 
different nationalities came to liberate a country from a 
country that invaded it. They did not come as aggressors. 
They came to save a country, and the international system, 
and world order. There is injustice and there is the ability to 
remove injustice. The ability lies with Saddam Hussein. I am 
(incomprehensible) Saddam Hussein 

48 It never hurts me to speak up politely, and it never hurts 
me when anyone is cursing me or Saudi Arabia. This has 
already been going on for decades. Unfortunately, I repeat it 
before I finish my speech that there is an Arab League 

There is an attempt to make the Arab nation one nation, 
one leadership, and one community. But see what happens 
now!!, however is this a lesson? Do we take a lesson from it 
and get back to reality, logic and reason? And we return to 
the Arab convention and return to true Arab solidarity? or 
not? The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, which I represent now, 
announces from this rostrum that it does not want to assault 
anyone and has never thought of assaulting a neighboring 
Arab or even non-Arab country. We hate the act of assault, 
and want to be friendly to everyone. 

59 We have been hurt many times after what happened 
between Iraq and Kuwait. We were hurt by Arab radio and 
from Arab newspapers. We have tried in various ways for 
more than two months and we are steadfast and silent, even 
more we contacted them from time to time and did not 
receive any response. I think the Information minister is 
present and always in contact with me and I want him to 
say… both the Saudi radio and the Saudi newspapers should 
tolerate until it ends up in self-defense. I think this is a 
legitimate right and we still want to end these trivial things 
and bring the Arab nation back to the united framework that 
every Arab wants. 

68 As for Saudi Arabia, it is well known as a country that 
is committed to the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of the 
Prophet. I challenge any human being or any country to say 
that Saudi Arabia has assaulted it in any way. God made us in 
the service of the Two Holy Mosques in the service of the 
Holy House of Mecca and in the service of our Prophet's 
Mosque in Medina. We will do our duty, God willing, and we 
will be committed to our Islamic text and spirit and this is the 
nature of the people of Saudi Arabia and the nature of 
officials here. We will keep it this way. I ask God to grant us 
good luck and I find that the mind controls and sound 
thinking controls and ends these things among the Arab 
nations. 

78 Thank you to His Royal Highness Prince Sultan and my 
good wishes to all the armies that came to support Saudi 
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Arabia leaders, soldiers and governments. I wish these forces 
pride and victory. And God always be by the side of those in 
need. 

82 At the end, I thank you everyone. Indeed, I was not 
prepared to give a speech not because I am incapable of 
delivering a speech, but there is actually nothing to say. 
Previously, the leaders of the world from the West, from the 
East, from the Arab countries and from the Islamic countries 
all participated with their points of view. However, I found 
the Minister of Information in front of me and the 
microphones in front of me so I had to say something. Thank 
you my brothers. 

89 And I see some journalists in fact, whether they are 
Saudis or non-Saudis, I was not planning to answer any 
questions. But in such circumstances, I can only comply to 
the wishes of the Minister of Information and our friends the 
journalists, whether they are from Arab countries or from 
friendly countries. I ask them to shorten the questions so that 
I can answer. 
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